Hawaii
Discovery time 1: « Aloha! »

United States of America

- 50 stars
- 13 stripes
Discovery time 1: Welcome to Hawaii!

1. A flower lei

2. A woman wearing a flower lei on the beach
Discovery time 1: Where is Hawaii?

North

West

East

South
Discovery time 1: Volcano island!

erupt – eject / throw out - flow
volcano - eruption - lava - ashes - smoke
red-hot / burning - devastating
1. The American flag has fifty stars and thirteen stripes.

2. The Hawaiian islands were formed by volcanoes that erupted from the sea floor.

3. Aloha is Hawaiian for hello and goodbye.

4. A flower lay is given to people when they arrive or leave, it is a symbol of friendship.
Discovery time 2: A favourite vacation spot!

1. Morning = sunrise

2. Palm trees

3. Turtle on the beach

4. Evening = sunset
Discovery time 2: Island activities

1. Sun tanning

2. Swimming

3. Building sand castles
Discovery time 2: Island activities

1. scuba diving
2. snorkeling
3. surfing
4. windsurfing

Already? Never? ... gone / tried?
Checking time 2: Find the right pairs!

1. _____   _____
2. _____   _______
3. _____   _______
4. _____   _______

wind  tanning
palm  diving
sun   surfing
scuba  tree
Discovery time 3: At the beach!
Discovery time 3: Don’t forget…

- hat
- swimming shorts
- sun block
- swimsuit
- towel
- sunglasses
Checking time 3: Be careful!

- you can......
- you must...
- you can’t...
- you may...
- you might...
Pronunciation time: Chase the odd one out!

1. island – windsurf – stripes
2. volcano – aloha – scuba
3. how – flow – flower
4. swim – united – sunrise
5. beach – dream – ocean
Fun time: A crossword puzzle!

Across
1. If you don’t protect yourself from the sun you will get a ___ ___
5. Swimming underwater.
6. Hawaii is sometimes called the aloha _____.
7. You should put this on your head when out in the sun.
9. Hawaii is located off the ____ coast of the United States.
10. It is a symbol of Hawaii and you can wear it around your neck.

Down
1. You wear this to go swimming.
2. It comes out of an erupting volcano.
3. Hawaiian for hello and goodbye.
4. Swimming on the surface while your face is in the water.
8. The American flag has 50 _____.
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